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Texas Chapter O was chartered in April 1987. While the Chapter uses the name of Austin, Texas, as a location identifier,
Chapter O's participants come from many cities, towns and communities in Central Texas. Come join us at one of our
gatherings or rides! Our Gathering time/location and local, District, Region and Headquarters GWRRA contact information
is on page 2. Come join us for a ride - see our Ride Schedule on page 12. Or just visit our Web www.goldwingaustin.org
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Chapter Meetings
The 3rd Tuesday @ 7:00 pm
IHOP Hwy 183 and Duval

From the Chapter Director
John & Wanda Osborn
.
As we head into the spring the weather is getting nicer and riding season is fast approaching.
Let’s put our thinking caps on lets plan some
rides. Along with spring comes the rally season
which kicks off with Louisiana District Rally followed the next weekend by our very own Blue Bonnet Rally. Since we have
had some rain this year, we are still in a severe drought, maybe the Blue
Bonnets will be in bloom. I know the last couple of years the Blue Bonnets
were next to nothing.
Now that weather is improving and as we get ready to ride let’s not forget
we need to check “T-CLOC” our bikes before we go on our first ride. For
those who plan on riding to some of the rallies where you have to pack for
several days here are some things we need to think about. A well thought
out packing and loading plan is another oft ignored preparation for a long
ride that should be of the same importance as checking the tires. Think
about it! Improper loading and packing can over load your bike, place stress
on your tires, and adversely affect the braking, balance, and handling of the
bike/trike.
continued on page 3
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Chapter O Team

TX District Team

Director
Merchandise Coordinator
John & Wanda Osborn, 512-528-8105

Director
Mike & Robin Thacker, 281-686-8892

Assistant Director
Lyle & Sheri Altes, 512-897-0860

Assistant Director
Tom & Dawn Sprague, 858-755-6071

Educator
Dave Strebbing 512-750-9418

Educators
Ricky & Karen Frazier, 281-615-4386

Secretary/Treasurer
Hubert Jackson, 512-567-8350

Trainer
Jennifer & Johnny Ervin, 281-608-0804

Membership Enhancement
Dawn Sprague, 512-301-3092

MEC Coordinator
2010 COY Coordinator
Steve & Donna VanGlider, 210-391-9495

Ride Coordinator
Ken Burnett, 512-497-1259
Couple of the Year 2015
Ken & Teri Burnett 512-497-1259
Newsletter Editor
Sheri Altes 512-415-1920
Ways and Means
Dave & Shirley Strebbing 512-750-9418
Webmaster
Lyle Altes, 512-535-7230
Camping Coordinator
Billy Laue, 512-773-2602

2014-15 COY
Cliff & Gillian Allen, 972-207-7557
Treasurer
Diane Shults, 713-562-3994
Entertainment Coordinator
Vendor Coordinator
Kenny Shults, 281-642-4619
Chapter of the Year Coordinator
Robin Thaker
Newsletter Editor/Webmaster
Tom Sprague, 858-755-6071

Seamstress
Gayle Thomas, 512-832-9559

International Team
Director GWRRA
Ray & Sandy Garris
director@gwrra.org

Director of Divisions / Programs
Dave & Gwen Carter
foxwing1@sbcglobal.net

Rider Education Director

Region H Team
Director / Trainer
Jack Wagner 405-359-7892
Assistant Director / NL Editor
Jim & Reba Berry 318-348-1275
Assistant Director
Garry & Phylis VanBuskirk, 316-321-0896

Tony Van Schaick
avanschaick@nc.rr.com

Educator, Webmaster
Sam & Anita Belinoski

Leadership Training

Treasurer &
Chapter of the Year Coord.
Ed & Ann Nahl, 405-321-6467

Paul & Cheryl Brosher
pbrosher@sbcglobal.net

Membership Enhancement
Ed & Linda Johnson
MED4U@comcast.net

Global Affairs
Dan Sanderovich
dan.sanderovich@gmail.com

Deputy Directors

Bob & Nancy Shrader - Regions A, B, D, N
Bill & Dea Ann Gray - Regions E, H
Anita & JR Alkire - Regions F, I

Motorists Awareness Division Coord.
Larry & Brenda Penepent 479-818-7188
2014-2015 COY
Jim & Reba Berry, 318-348-1275
MFA Coordinators
Ricky & Karen Frazier, 281-615-1365
Vendor Coordinators
Ruby Seal 903-856-5153
Member Enhancement,
Couple of the Coordinator,
Patch Princess
Steve & Billie Fleming 832-630-2038
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Want to experience “Friends for Fun, Safety and
Knowledge” first hand?
If the answer is “yes”, you are welcome to visit us at
our Chapter gatherings.
Chapter O’s participants gather the third Tuesday of
each month at 7:00 pm. The location is at the IHOP
Restaurant, 11654 Research Blvd (Hwy 183) at Duval
Road in Austin, TX. In case you get lost, the phone
number is 512-345-7124.
Please see page 12 for our Ride Calendar of Events.
For more information, we encourage you to contact
any of our team members or visit our websites (links to
all are provided on this page).
Wondering why you should join GWRRA? Check out
the benefits you will enjoy!
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(continued from pate 1)

So where should you begin your preparations to
pack & load your Goldwing? Why you go to MOM
of course! Just like when you were a child you went
to Mom as the helpful authority figure. Now as an
adult you go to MOM (Motorcycle Owner’s Manual)
the helpful authority on the Goldwing. On page 4952 my MOM states the maximum weight capacity is
410-419 lbs. that includes the rider, passenger, all
cargo, and all accessories. The cargo weight alone
is 71 lbs. and is broken down as 20 lbs. for the top
box (travel trunk), 20 lbs. for each saddle bag, 4.5
lbs. for each fairing pocket, and 1.0 lb. for each
trunk side pocket. Check the lids on these compartments and you should see small stickers displaying the same weight limits. If you add highway
pegs (6 lbs.), running boards for the rider (6 lbs.),
transformer boards for the co-rider (6 lbs.), luggage
rack (3-5 lbs.), co-rider arm rests (3-5 lbs.), and a
trailer hitch (20-25 lbs.), you have used between 44
-53 lbs. of your allowable weight. If we allow the
rider and co-rider each three changes of clothing @
5 lbs. each for a total of 30 lbs. we have easily exceeded our maximum allowable weight capacity of
our Goldwing. Notice my weight estimates are conservative and haven’t taken into account the weight
of helmets, riding jackets, 170030-1 rain gear, first
aid kit, hand tools, or the 30 lbs. of tongue weight
from your trailer. As you pack, try to place the
weight as low and close to the center of your motorcycle as possible. Balance the weight evenly on
both sides. Keep heavy items on the bottom. Keep
the lids and caps of items tightly closed, and I recommend all liquids be stowed away in their own
plastic bags. Make sure all cargo is tied down and
packed secure to avoid shifting weight. While most
of us have a luggage rack on our top box, you must
realize the top box lid was not designed to carry
weight and should not have items weighing over 510 lbs. strapped to it. When packing a motorcycle
trailer pack the heaviest items to the bottom and
directly over or ahead of the axle. If you shift, eat,
or dispose of anything heavy in the trailer or cooler
that will require you to adjust or re-distribute the
load. Now that we have packed our belongings,
lets double check our tire pressure and bring the
pressure to the required rating. Adjust the rear suspension pre-load to allow for the increased load
and remember to check the headlight beam adjustment since you have changed from the normal
load. Hope I’ve given you food for thought when
packing and loading your Wing!

Since there were not any nominations for the Wing
Nut Award last month I was concerned that we may
not get one for this month. But I find it hard to believe that no one I mean no one did something worthy of the Wing Nut Award for Two months running.
So when I opened up the floor for nominations there
was none at first, just some minor rumbling and
that’s all. Finally Dave Strebbing spoke up and began describing an incident that goes like this. He
was assisting a fellow member unload two different
colors bricks of a trailer off a trailer. The trailer was
not hooked up to a car and when they got done unloading the first color of bricks, which happened to
be on the front of the trailer there was hardly any
tongue weight. According to Dave they probably
could have moved the trailer by hand, but the member hooked up the trailer to his car and started to
move the trailer and somehow he ran into his brand
new garage and put a dent in the garage. Needless
to say, Tom Sprague won this month Wing Nut
Award.
AND…
The WingNut
Goes to
TOM SPRAGUE
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I know with just a little bit of effort, I can scrape
away the suffocating layers of ash and release the
passion of flames again. Anyone that knows me understands I am a fighter. I too often experienced the
darkness and enjoy stirring out the goodness embedded inside. All I need is a good stick. Sadly, all
of the poking and prodding is not enough to get the
fire burning again. I can uncover that spark, but without the proper fuel for it to consume, it will quickly die
out. I have the kindling needed to get this fire started; a great group of officers surrounding me, willing
to do what it takes to keep this chapter alive and try
to bring life back into the fire we used to have. I can’t
think of a better group of people to have around me
to assist with this task. Now what I need from you,
the members of GWRRA’s NY Chapter W , is to be
my fuel. We need YOU to help us get this flame
burning again. Not just to keep the Chapter alive, but
to grow in size and be the group who shares their
love for motorcycling, touring and GWRRA we
should be. Below is what I need, and it is not the
usual list:

Region H
Director's Corner
Jack Wagner
Lets Rekindle the Fire
I read a lot of newsletters
each month and one Chapter
Director's article was so outstanding I am reprinting it in hopes it strikes a chord
with you as well. While it came from Chapter NY-W,
who suffered a great tragedy last year, it certainly
applies to every Chapter in GWRRA.
“Before I joined GWRRA, I was a Scoutmaster with
my sons' Boy Scout Troop. Scouting is a great program. Once a month, we take the boys on a camping trip; away from electronics and the distractions
of daily life. The boys enjoyed running in the woods
and experiencing activities they wouldn’t have done
at home. They saw it as a great time. They didn't
see it as gaining an appreciation for nature, accumulating an assortment of life skills and developing
leadership skills as the older boys taught the younger boys the skills needed to succeed.

Be Interested: Most importantly, care about our
Chapter. I know during these busy times we have
other commitments and time constraints that prevent
us from attending many of the events. Maybe you
thought about attending a ride or get together, but
you weren't sure if you were going to have enough
fun when the time to leave arrived. Or maybe you
just forgot about it. This is especially true during the
non-riding season. My request for you is to try and
attend the events when you can. You may be surprised at how much you enjoyed yourself. I will try to
be at as many events as possible, so if there is a
concern or you wish to tell me how fun it was, I will
be interested to hear about it. You may not understand this, but - your attendance is a way to say
“Thank You” to the people who have worked hard to
make it happen.

The campouts were filled with many training opportunities. Each night we would enjoy good times sitting around the campfire the boys had built. We
shared the experiences of the day, sports, skits,
jokes, songs and of course, a few snacks. At the
end of the evening as the scouts retired to their
tents a rising plumb of steam would sizzle and pop
as the flames were doused with water signalling
“Quiet Time”. Sometimes in the morning, I would
gather the boys on fire detail after the last night and
we would gather around the deserted fire ring. I
would toss a little bit of kindling into the pit and give
the ashes a stir. A few minutes later I had a fire
ready to make coffee and cook breakfast. The moral of the story is, as long as there is a spark of interest, with the right fuel and a little bit of effort, you
can bring the flame back to life. Our chapter received quite a dousing in 2014. Active members,
very active members of our chapter are no longer
with us. Some moved away, some passed away and
sadly some just faded away. Illnesses, work and
time constraints affected the efforts of many of our
officers. I feel like I am now standing next to that deserted camp fire. Holding my hand over the gray
and black collage of previous campfires, I can feel
the presence of glowing embers buried inside. Memories of previous good times.

Try Something New: Sometimes doing the same
thing over and over again makes things a little redundant and not as interesting. Further exacerbating
the idea of no attendance. Try something different,
as I like to say “expand your comfort zone”. Maybe
sit with a different group of people at a meal or going
on a different type of ride.
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(continued from page 4)

OH YEAH CHAPTER O
Dawn Sprague
OH YEAH CHAPTER O

It was great seeing everyone at our February 17th
Meeting. A Big Welcome to Frank Jenson and Mark
Taylor. It was also fun seeing Hubert & Linda Jackson's Grandchildren-Anthony & Elena.
Dave Strebbing gave a Super Rider Education
Presentation on Motion Blindness, Dangers of High
Visibility, etc. He also reminded everyone to do their
"T-CLOCK" especially as Riding Season is upon us!!
Sorry to say, no GWRRA Numbers were claimed
from the February Newsletter. Also, for the Progressive Drawing worth $30.00, it wasn't claimed as
Cathy Conniff wasn't at the Meeting. For the March
Meeting, it will now be $40.00
The Prestigious Wing Nut Award went to:
Tom Sprague!!!
Now for the Door Prizes:
Wanda Osborn—Cup with chocolates
Teri Burnett—Box of Candy
Enrique Garcia—Cup with chocolates
Helen Gnuechtel—Box of Candy
Tim Laue—IHOP Card
Ken Burnett—Theme Jar
50/50 Drawing:
20% - $23.00—Enrique Garcia
30% - $35.00—Teri Burnett
REMEMBER, If you bring in a
Door Prize, you get a Free 50/50 Ticket.
Don’t forget to look at our Ride Calendar as there are
LOTS of Activities, Events, Rides, etc., coming up.
See everyone at our March 17th Meeting!!!!

When I first started attending GWRRA functions, I
enjoyed wondering who was I going to meet or get to
know better. Traveling home, I thought how good it
felt to have another friend. Don’t let your riding requirements affect your choices either. There are no
rides, events or activities that require riding a motorcycle. If you want to show up on 4 wheels (or more)
that is okay with us
Accept Change: This is similar to try something new,
but so many people just don’t like change. I understand. I’ve been there and I don’t like it either at
times, but life changes and we need to keep moving
forward. Some members have requested some different events. At our planning meeting next month, I will
not plan anything “just because we did it that way before.” We may mix it up a bit. Hint: there is still time to
get your requests known. Accept the change and “try
something new.”
Spread the News: The more ACTIVE members we
have, the more interesting the rides, meals and
events will be. If you know someone who likes to ride,
let them know what we do and encourage them to
attend. If you are at one of our functions and you are
introduced to someone who is new to the Chapter,
make sure they are welcome. Introduce them to
some of your Chapter friends and share with them
the attributes of the Chapter that you enjoy.
I see these as a simple set of tasks. Especially considering the many rewards you will receive as our
chapter builds once again. With the superior set of
current officers surrounding me and the many members we currently have, I see no reason why we can’t
recover from the attrition of last year and let the
flames of good times in Chapter W burn once again. I
am looking forward to a great 2015!”

.

Til The,
Ride Safe, Ride Often & Have Fun
Dawn Sprague
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MONTHLY MEETING FELLOWSHIP AND DOOR PRIZES!
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No Anniversaries

March Birthdays
Richard Seay—Mar 3rd
Mark Taylor—Mar 3rd
Steve Thomas—Mar 7th
Helen Gneuchtel—Mar 8th
Benoit Vincent—Mar 8th
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Saturday: Doors Open at 8:00 AM-Food onsite

Texas District Director
Mike & Robin Thacker
Director’s Corner

Getting Read for
Texas District Convention
Wow, we have less than two months until the District Rally, April 30 thru May 2nd. Everything is
coming together and everyone is doing a great job
to make sure there are a lot of fun activities and
things to keep the members busy.
Thursday beginning at 3:00 PM, we will have registration, vendors and a concession stand for food
and drinks. At Opening Ceremony we will have the
famous Chapter Competitions with your decorated
Pyramids, the winner will receive an awesome trophy for their Chapter to display. After opening ceremony we will begin staging the motorcycles for
the light show. We will have categories for moving
and nonmoving lights. There will also be a drawing
for 50/25/25. We will have a table set up on the
inside to display your awesome work on your
Chapter Pyramids throughout the Rally, they will
also be judged for the best overall Pyramid.
Friday: Friday: Doors Open at 8:00 AM-Food onsite Wait until you see what will be displayed at
the registration table. Everyone is going to want it.
Friday and Saturday we have more fun and education planned. Of course we will have the ever so
popular Medallion Hunt. There will be Vendors,
Seminars, Ticket sales, First Aid/CPR beginner
and On-bike Games. Before lunch we will have the
District Couple of the Year Selection, we hope
everyone will attend to show support for the couples. It is always a great feeling to see all your
friends supporting you. After lunch we will be having BINGO, a couple of more seminars, NEW
GAME-Chapter Feud and a Talent Show. The
Newsletter and Website Winners will be announced. After the Talent show people can start
decorating there tables for the Social Event that
begins at 6:30. This is also where
the Couple of the Year and Chapter of the Year winners will be announced. We are also going to be
playing the NEW GAME-Not so
Newly Wed game, and of course
the 50/25/25 drawing.

Saturday we will have another Medallion Hunt, Vendors, Seminars, ticket Sales, First Aid/CPR Refresher. We will have BINGO, On Stage Dress Competitions, Pride room to display your Mascots, Banners,
Scrapbooks and Out of State Newsletters. (Texas
Newsletters will be read and judged after March
15th, just let Steve know which one you want to enter-Jan. Feb. or March) We will be having the Bike
Show, On-bike Games, more of Chapter Feud and
Not so Newly Wed games, then Closing Ceremony.
At Closing Ceremony there will be Grand Prize giveaways, 50/25/25, a lot of Rider Ed giveaways.
We cannot wait to see everyone again. Don’t forget
to get your reservations for the hotel. If you want to
know anything about the Convention: go to the Texas Website and click on the icon on the right bottom.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
What to do in Temple
(Information taken from the TX District Newsletter)
Cultural Activities Center:
First next door to the convention center we have the
Cultural Activities Center (CAC). This evolved from a
highly successful three-day arts festival sponsored in
1958 by the City Women’s Federation. Thus the AC
was born as an area arts council, a clearinghouse for
arts and artists. A goal of the arts council was to link
cultural arts with the emphasis on science.
Through the years many area citizens have left
their mark on the cultural life of this area. Temple
business and civic leaders, (Frank & Sue Mayborn)
have been long-time supporters of the CAC. In 1976,
Frank Mayborn donated 15 acres to the City of Temple for a convention facility and arts center. The CAC
facility was built and is privately owned.
Czech Heritage Museum:
Less than 2 miles down 3rd Street (the corner
of 3rd and French St) is The Czech Heritage
Museum & Genealogy Center. It is dedicated to
fostering educational, cultural, and genealogical
opportunities, specifically as it pertains to people
of Czech Heritage. It accomplishes this by providing
genealogical material; sponsoring educational programs; and collecting, researching, preserving, and
exhibiting artifacts and manuscripts to implement
these programs. If you visit the museum stop in the
Teddy Bear Bakery. Shoppers beware, the museum
also has a gift shop.
8
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Ken Burnett
Ride Coordinator

Ken & Teri
Burnett
2015 Couple of
the Year

Well here it is 2015 already & it seems like we haven’t
been on a chapter ride in forever. It was disappointing
that we did not have a Polar Bear ride, but it was a lot
of fun getting together anyway. I have not planned
any rides for the good weather recently because I
have had my bike taken apart for maintenance & upgrades for the last month, but it is back on the road
now and I am ready to ride. I am glad that others have
put some rides out there, so nobody was sitting at
home waiting on me. I was wishing that I could join in
on those rides. I would like to say that if you are not
joining in on the rides because you are not interested
in the rides that we are doing, please send any ideas
that you have for a ride to me & let’s Get r done. I am
thinking that we will continue on with the A-Z Historical rides this year, because we didn’t get many done
last year, there are plenty of options out there & everybody really enjoyed the ones that we did get done.
There have been some ideas discussed & there is no
reason that we cannot do several different kinds of
rides or change the theme. It can be hard to get all
the things scheduled in a year when you have to work
with an active chapter, Texas weather & personal
schedule. We all already beginning to make plans for
future rides & there will be more to come. Please
check the ride schedule regularly & make sure that
we have your correct email for ride announcements.

Chapter Couple of the Year
I would like to start off by saying thank you to Chapter O for honoring Teri & I as your Couple of the
Year. We are very proud to represent the chapter. I
must say that I was a little apprehensive when first
approached about the position, mainly due to the fact
that I still work fulltime.
I talked to several chapter members & asked lots of
questions. We were told that you just have to have
fun, do what you can & oh yeah, sell 50/50 tickets.
They neglected to tell us that we are expected to attend the chapter staff meetings & oh yeah, write an
article for the newsletter each month. Well we
missed the January staff meeting & did not write an
article, but we are getting into the swing of things
now. We have already started having fun & have met
new people. We attended the mid-winter round-up
and took in some seminars that were very helpful. It
is true that staff positions in the chapter are not necessarily a lot of work, but you do have responsibilities to take care of.

We have been chapter members since 2003 and Ride safe & ride often,
have become more involved over the years. It really Ken Burnett
gave me a sense of being a part of the chapter after
taking on the ride coordinator last year. I have got to
know more of the chapter members now and have
stepped outside of my box and grown with the new
responsibilities. New challenges & learning experiences are exciting. We look forward to the new
things to come this year as your Chapter Couple of
the Year.
Thanks,
Ken & Teri Burnett
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Educator’s Desktop
Dave & Shirley Strebbing

“If they only knew half of what we
know.” Does that sound familiar?
Often times it is used to refer to
the younger generation who haven’t had the chance to experience life. “Book
Knowledge, that’s all she’s got, I got street smarts.”
Often this refers to someone who has a higher education versus someone who has learned things the hard
way. Think back when was the last time you studied
for a test. How ‘bout the last time you picked up a
manual and read it, just to gain some knowledge.
Well, that goes back, wayyyy back for some of us.
Let’s look at a motorcycle permit test. Here are just a
sampling of questions from an actual Texas motorcycle permit test, and questions from the study guide.
The purpose for this test is to help us realize that experience is the greatest teacher; however combining
book knowledge with life experiences is the greatest
way to have fun, and ride safe!
1. More than half of all crashes:
a. Occur at speeds greater than 35 mph.
b. Happen at night.
c. Are caused by worn out tires.
d. Involve riders who have less than five month experience on their motorcycles.
2. To reduce your reaction time you should:
a. Ride slower than the speed limit.
b. Cover the clutch and brakes.
c. Shift into neutral when slowing.
d. Pull the clutch when turning.
3. The best way to stop quickly is to:
a. Use the front brake.
b. Use the rear brake first.
c. Throttle down and use the front brake.
d. Use both brakes at the same time.
4. The front brake supplies how much of the
potential stopping power:
a. About 30%
b. About 50 %
c. About 70%

d. All of the stopping power.
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5. How many feet before a turn does the law
require you to signal:
a. 50
b. 75
c. 100
d. 150
6. In Texas when traveling in a school zone
with flashing yellow lights you must not exceed speeds of:
a. 15
b. 20
c. 25
d. 30
To take the complete sample test visit: freedmvpracticetest.com and choose Texas motorcycle permit.
BE WISE, BE SAFE, RIDE OFTEN
AND HAVE FUN!
1.d 2.b 3.d 4.c 5.c 6.b
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Lyle & Sheri
Altes
Asst. Chapter
Directors
Hey “O”

Central Region News
Bill & Dea Ann Gray - bgray455@cox.net
Deputy Director, Central Region (E & H)
WHAT??
Did I just say that? No, of course not, but I heard it
from a Member recently. My first question was
WHY? (I was really thinking: "Do you not enjoy
riding anymore? Have you met your quota of
friends?") My next question: "WHY DID YOU JOIN
GWRRA?" This caught them off guard and their
answer was "friends asked us to join!" They added
that this began a journey of some of the most
memorable times in their lives. Scrapbook after
scrapbook of memories! "What changed?" I asked.
"GWRRA is asking too much of its Members and
taking the fun out." I explained "GWRRA is asking
the same thing today as it did when you joined. We
just want you to have fun with friends and ride
safe! You certainly have the option to volunteer
and get as involved as you want or just be a JAM!"
YOU are in control of your fun, not GWRRA." Before long we were all smiles and everything
seemed OK after that
What is GWRRA?? It is you, me and all Members
from around the world. Some with titles, most without, but first and foremost, we are all MEMBERS of
the largest single marquee motorcycle organization
in the world (I love saying that!) Our Officers, and
I'm speaking of Chapter Directors, District Directors, Region Directors and so on, have the responsibility of helping to provide opportunities for everyone to enjoy GWRRA and be a safer rider. We all
ride what everyone knows as the ultimate luxury
touring motorcycle (I love saying that too!) Let's
enjoy it every chance we get, be safe and share
your experiences with others!

I do not know about anyone else but I am glad the
month of February is over, with the weather and everything else that has been happening, it is time to move
on into March and the coming spring. We are all getting
the itch for some rides and some nice spring weather,
but let’s not forget that in most cases our bikes have
been sitting for a while and it is time to show them some
loving care and maintenance. I know my son and I have
already planned out what we need to do and gathered
what we need to get them ready, we are ready to go
and can’t wait to see the rest of you on the road.
Speaking of getting ready we are getting so close to the
Bluebonnet rally please remember to get your silent
auction items to Dave Strebbing or any of the staff as
soon as you can Dave has a lot of work yet to do to get
everything organized and ready for the auction, We are
hearing that our camp sites for the rally almost all gone
so if you are planning on camping for the rally contact
Billy Laue our camping coordinator right away for a
spot. Have fun and ride safe and we will see all of our
friends real soon.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Other Places in Temple:
Maggie Moo’s claims to be the Inventor of the ice cream
cupcake, ice cream pizza and a number of specialty ice
cream flavors, MaggieMoo's Ice Cream and Treatery is
known for ice cream innovation. Opening its first store
in 1989, MaggieMoo's has been serving up super premium ice cream and cakes for over 20 years and has
consistently been awarded blue ribbons by the National
Ice Cream Retailers Association.
They offer a memorable experience to their guests!
They hand-fold your favorite nuts, candy or fruit into
their ice cream, right in front of you! They are
known for ice cream innovation! They claim to have
invented the ice cream cupcake, as featured on
Food Network and the ice cream pizza! They make
much more than ice cream, They offer smoothies,
milkshakes, cakes, treats and more. This Ice Cream
store is only a couple of blocks from the host Hotels
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Kickstands Up!
Upcoming Events

Additional rides will be announced via the web site and Google Groups.
For an up-to- date monthly list,
visit the Chapter O web site at www.goldwingaustin.org/page4.html

Date

Chapter

Event

Location

Contact/Email/
Web

Phone

Mar 17

Chapter O Meeting

IHOP Duval

John Osborn

512-5285-8105

Mar
26-28

Louisiana District
Rally

Lafayette, Louisiana

John Osborn

512-528-8105

Apr
10-11

Bluebonnet Rally &
Camp Out

Fredericksburg, TX

John Osborn

512-528-8105

Apr
16-18

Region H Rally

Marshall, TX

John Osborn

512-528-8105

Apr 21

Chapter O Meeting

IHOP Duval

John Osborn

512-528-8105

Apr 30—
May 3

District Rally
Temple of the
Goldwing's

Temple, TX

Tom Sprague

858-755-6071

May
21-23

Arkansas District
convention

Harrison, Arkansas

John & Mildred
Glasscock

870-623-4578

Jun
18-20

Reno Rendezvous

Reno, MV

Sep 3-6

WingDing

Huntsville, AL

Sep
17-19

Kansas District
Convention

Wichita , Kansas

Jack or Doris
Schoeck

620-341-0426

Oct
15-17

Oklahoma District
Convention

Hubert, OK
Sequoyah Lodge
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Classified Ads
NONE

GOLDWINGERS Recipes
BROCCOLI CORNBREAD
Leilani Smith

Mix in large bowl:
1 box Jiffy Corn Muffin Mix
1/4 tsp. salt
Mix in Different Bowl:
4 Eggs
1 1/2 cups Cottage Cheese
3/4 cup Melted Butter
Mix in a Different Bowl:
16 oz. chopped Broccoli (if frozen, squeeze as
much water out as possible, fresh broccoli is fine
too)
1 Large Onion chopped
Preheat Oven 350 degrees
Add Cottage Cheese mixture to Dry Ingredients. Stir until just moistened. Add Broccoli and
Onion
Pour into greased 13x9 pan.
Cook 35 - 40 Minutes
Will be lightly brown on top
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Gold Wing Road Riders Association
Texas Chapter O

GWRRA Motto..
Friends for Fun, Safety, Knowledge
Ride Safe in 2013

John & Wanda Osborn
303 Jeffery Drive
Cedar Park, Texas 78613
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